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PRACTICE TEST 2 

LISTENING 

SECTION 1  Questions 1 – 10 

Questions 1 – 5 

Answer the questions below. Use NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER from 

the listening for each answer. 

Example Answer 

What occasion does Katherine wish to celebrate?  Birthday 

1 In what month is Katherine’s birthday? 

2 What is Katherine’s last name? 

3 At what time would Katherine like the party to start? 

4 What activity is not available on the chosen date? 

5 How many people will Katherine invite to the party? 
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Questions 6 – 10 

Complete the information sheet and price list for John’s outdoor center below. 

Use NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER from the listening for each answer. 

John’s Ranch 

Opening Times: Monday – Friday  7 a.m. – 8 p.m.  

Saturday & Sunday  8:30 a.m. - (6) ____________ 

Price List 

Activities Bonfire  $15 

Boat Tour  (7) ____________ per person

Cycling Tour   $8 per person

Hiking Tour   $25 per person

Baking (15 people max) (8) ____________ per person

Food & Drinks Lamb on a Spit $35 

Small Buffet   $200 

Large Buffet   (9) ____________

Staying Overnight  Camping with Tents $40 per tent (4 people per tent) 

Tipi  $80 per tipi (20 people per tipi)  

Tree House (10) __________ (20 people)
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SECTION 2 Questions 11 - 20 

Questions 11 – 14 

Below there is a map of the town of Barton with the locations of features of interest (A - T) of 

Sharon’s walking tour marked on it. Match the locations in questions 11 - 14 with the correct 

locations on the map and write the correct letter (A - T) next to questions 11 - 14. 

Question 11 Town Museum ____________ 

Question 12 Main Town Mosque  ____________ 

Question 13 War Memorial Fountain ____________ 

Question 14 Barton Shopping Centre ____________ 
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Questions 15 and 16 

Choose the correct letter A, B, or C. 

15 For how long does Sharon estimate her walking tour of the town will last? 

A 2½ hours 

B 2 hours + 20 minutes 

C 3 hours 

16 How much does Sharon charge for her walking tour of the town? 

A 20 pounds 

B 5 pounds 

C Nothing 

Questions 17 – 20 

Choose FOUR letters, A - H. 

What FOUR things does Sharon say people can do that evening in Barton? 

A Watching live music 

B Watching live football 

C Watching films 

D Going on a tour of the town’s theatre 

E Watching a play at the town’s theatre 

F Taking part in a quiz 

G Watching some theatre performed in the town square 

H Watching tennis on television 
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SECTION 3 Questions 21 – 30 

Questions 21 – 25 

Complete the table below. 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the listening for each answer. 

Students’ Agriculture Project Progress 

Student Project Notes 

Steve How parasites affect the growth 

rates of potatoes. 

* Steve interacted with (21) _________ to

gather his data.

* Steve had to rent a (22) _________ himself to

gather data on growth with parasites.

* Steve sold his potatoes and made a profit.

Simone A study of (23) _________ for different 

tomato varieties. 

* Simone used a university greenhouse to

use for growing the tomatoes.

Robert Initially wanted to examine how the 

(24) _________ of soil affects plant

growth, but due to a late start he

switched to the growing techniques

used by apple farmers.

* The apple project had better success due

to the later (25) _________.

* Robert visited many apple growers near his

parents’ house.

Questions 26 – 30 

Complete the sentences in the notes below. 

Use NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER from the listening for each answer. 

Projects MUST be submitted as a (26) _____ to Professor Evans by the 28th February and by 

email to Mrs. Roberts by the (27) _____. Mrs. Roberts’ email address is in the course literature, 

website and on the dept. noticeboard. 

Word limit is increased this year by (28) _____ words (now 10,000, not including (29) _____). 

Prof. Evans’ advice should stop projects from failing, but if they aren’t good enough, the failing 

student will not (30) _____. The project can be redone (or a new one done) the next year. 
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SECTION 4 Questions 31 – 40 

Questions 31 – 35 

Choose the correct letter A, B, or C. 

31 The Rorschach Test was initially based on 

A how schizophrenics see things differently. 

B schizophrenics self-analysis of themselves. 

C observation of the schizophrenic child of a well-known psychologist. 

32 The Rorschach Test uses 

A a unique method in how it assesses people. 

B a common method to assess people. 

C a method that is nowadays very infrequently administered to assess people. 

33 The Rorschach ink blots are 

A first shown to subjects the day before the test. 

B first shown to subjects an hour before the test. 

C not supposed to be ever made public before the test. 

34 The accuracy of the Rorschach Test 

A has been demonstrated through careful experimentation. 

B is now largely discredited. 

C is widely used in the United States. 

35 Interpretation of the Rorschach Test’s results 

A is still disputed among psychologists and psychiatrists using the test. 

B is now universally done using the Exner Comprehensive System. 

C are often confirmed using modern personality tests. 
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Questions 36 – 40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Use NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the listening for each answer. 

36 In the Exner Comprehensive System, the structural summary results are meant to 

demonstrate _______________ associated with the different responses given. 

37 The rigidity of method used when delivering the Rorschach Test is supposed to keep 

_______________ in results to a minimum. 

38 The person delivering the Rorschach Test will rarely provide any _______________ to 

the test taker. 

39 Nowadays, the tests are recorded, but in the past, a particular _______________ was 

created for people to write notes during the Rorschach Test. 

40 Efforts are made to stop test takers becoming _______________ or distracted, as this 

can create unreliable results. 


